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Market Signals and Government Directives 

In a mixed economy, a country’s economic outcomes are determined by a 

combination of market signals and government directives. Most countries use a 

mixed economy, but the challenge is in maintaining a balance between the two. 

Market Signals 

 Market signals like supply and demand or a scarcity of resources 

influence financial outcomes of the economy. A market failure can happen 

when the market signal is incorrect or misread. For example, a company that 

predicts a high demand for a specific product will increase production to fill it. 

If the demand is not there, and sales fall short they will have experienced a 

market signal failure. 

Government Directives   

 Government directives are rules or laws enacted by governments to 

regulate or control the economy. Some examples of government directives are 

taxes on imports, laws that regulate trade, and rules and guidelines about 

pollution. Market failure can occur when a government directive does not 

improve the economic outcome it was expected to increase. For example, a new 

law regulating pollution can cause companies increased expenses for new 

materials or machinery. These costs could put an organization out of business, 

thereby causing unemployment and resulting in an economic market failure.  

 Conclusion 

 The challenge for most countries is to have the right balance of market 

signals and government directives. Minimizing failures in these two aspects 

ensures a stronger economy. 
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Apply and Elaborate 

Consider the following scenario. 

 

A wine producer in California is seeking to expand production. However, there 

are a number of things it must consider. The first is the effects of the multi-

year draught California has been experiencing. The second is the dwindling 

demand for all but medium-priced wines. And the third are the new laws 

Congress is considering to tax mail-order wine.  

 

Considering this scenario, write a brief response evaluating the impact these 

market signals and government directives might have on this company’s 

decisions. 
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